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Chapter 431: Blood-marked Mud 

 

At this moment, people realized that the silver plate held by the maid on the stage was engraved with 

special runes, which were suppressing this energy. 

If not for this, the maid, who was only at the spirit gathering realm, would have been directly shocked to 

death by this energy. 

“This thing is also sent for auction. According to the seller, this thing is blood mark mud, which is refined 

from a lot of blood essence.” 

“As for the effect, no matter who it is, as long as they consume it, they will have the strength of a sixth 

sky of the Nirvana Realm.” 

“The seller said that there are no side effects, but I don’t think so. According to my examination, this 

blood-mark mud is refined from the blood essence of hundreds of demonic beasts. The bloody smell is 

too strong.” 

“If you consume it, it may cause problems with the origin. Whether you want to buy it or not, you are 

free to do so.” 

When he said this, he was already prepared to be hated by the seller. 

After all, he planned to continue with the Yue Xuan Auction this time. He would not do something like 

tarnish his reputation anymore. 

“Vice Palace Master, aren’t you going a little too far by saying this?” 

In the hall, a black-robed man stood up and said angrily. 

He didn’t conceal it and indicated that he was the seller, and he released his own aura. 

“Sixth sky of the Nirvana Realm.” 

Everyone was shocked, because they sensed a strange aura from this person’s body. 

It was obvious that this person had consumed the blood mark mud, and his strength had soared to the 

sixth sky of the Nirvana realm. 

This was a level that normal people wouldn’t be able to cultivate to in their entire lives. 

If the side effects weren’t too big, this blood-mark mud would definitely be auctioned off for an 

astronomical price. 

However, he didn’t know what the price of consuming the blood-mark mud was. 

“Sir, you said that this blood mark mud doesn’t have any side effects. Can you guarantee that?” In the 

hall, an elder stood up and asked. 



His lifespan was almost up. If he could break through to the sixth sky of the Nirvana Realm, it would be a 

good thing for him. 

As long as the price wasn’t too high, he didn’t mind. 

“Of course, you can. As long as you take it, there won’t be any side effects.” 

That person said resolutely, extremely confident in his own blood-mark mud. 

Seeing this, Lin Mo looked at the blood-mark mud on the silver plate and raised his hand to store it in 

the system space. 

This operation made everyone confused. They really wanted to know what Lin Mo wanted to do? 

“Vice Palace Master, what do you mean by this? Don’t tell me that the Purple Moon Palace doesn’t have 

its own appraiser? If they can’t see the treasure, they won’t sell it, right?” 

The old man said angrily. At this moment, he had the right to speak confidently. 

“Calm down. It’s just some normal appraisal methods.” Lin Mo waved his hand, signaling for everyone to 

calm down. 

It was Qiluo who was appraising the treasure. After all, she didn’t have the help of the system, so it was 

inevitable that she would make some mistakes. 

After the blood-mark mud was stored in the system space, the voice of appraisal could be heard. 

“Spirit grade ninth tier, blood-mark mud. It is refined from the blood essence of a hundred demonic 

beasts. It contains a bloody and murderous aura. After consuming it, one will break through to the sixth 

heaven of the Nirvana realm. One only has ten years left in their lifespan. They are afraid of the Fire 

Dao.” 

“After ten years, the power of the murderous aura will backfire. Only immortal-foundation experts can 

save them.” 

After hearing the system’s words, Lin Mo frowned. Indeed, there was no power that came out of 

nowhere. The backfire was too terrifying. 

In addition, this kind of backlash was something that only immortal-foundation experts could save. This 

was basically a dead end. 

It was basically impossible to break it. There were no immortal-foundation experts in the eastern 

continent. 

“Sir, the side effects of this blood mark mud are extremely great. Not only do you only have ten years 

left, you are also afraid of Dao Fire. Do you really think you can hide it from me?”Lin Mo coldly spoke. 

As he spoke, the Phantom of a Vermilion Bird appeared behind him. The Vermilion Bird Divine Flame 

burned fiercely, causing the temperature here to continue rising. 

“Sir, do you dare to try?” 



As he spoke, Lin Mo waved his hand, and the Vermilion Bird Divine Flame flew out, flying towards that 

person. This terrifying temperature caused everyone to make a path. 

“You…” 

That old man was shocked. He didn’t expect Lin Mo to actually make a move to probe. 

He hurriedly retreated, avoiding the burning of the Vermilion Bird Divine Flame. 

“Sir, why do you want to dodge? You’re at the sixth sky of the Nirvana stage, why do you want to dodge 

an attack from my first sky?” 

Lin Mo smiled. The truth was right in front of everyone’s eyes. Anyone with a discerning eye could see 

that something was wrong, so naturally, they would not say anything. 

“Alright, the auction continues. I’ve already explained the side effects of the blood-mark mud. This item 

is at the ninth level of the spirit rank. Those who are interested can auction for it.” 

Lin Mo knocked on the auction hammer and announced the start of the auction. 

“The starting price is six million. Each increment must not be less than five hundred thousand.” 

After a period of silence, someone finally spoke up. Most of them were mercenaries from the various 

God dynasties. 

Compared to their lives, they wanted power more. Hence, to them, the only side effect was fear of Fire 

Dao. 

However, as long as they didn’t provoke fire attribute demonic beasts, the problem wasn’t too big. 

“Six million five hundred thousand.” 

“Seven million.” 

In the end, the bidding stopped at 7.5 million. It was bid away by an old mercenary, and he wanted to 

make a trade with Lin Mo. 

“A trade on the spot is naturally not a problem.” 

Lin Mo nodded, took the spirit stone that the old mercenary handed over, and passed the blood mark 

mud to him. 

This old mercenary had just received the blood-mark mud, and he couldn’t wait to swallow it. 

In the next moment, his body emitted countless rays of blood light, and fresh blood flowed out from his 

skin. 

This strange situation caused everyone to be greatly shocked, and they were somewhat worried that 

this force wouldn’t be able to be controlled. 

“What are you nervous about? This is only the premonition of advancing quickly.” 

In the private room in front, Jiang Long’s voice sounded. Although it was cold, it also made everyone feel 

at ease. 



With an expert at the Ninth Sky of the Nirvana Realm guarding it, there was naturally no need to worry 

about anything. 

After this strange thought continued for a period of time, the old mercenary walked out from the blood 

light. 

The blood energy contained in the blood mark mud had been completely absorbed by him. 

“He really broke through.” 

Some people were shocked as they looked at the old man who walked out. This was too unbelievable. 

He was just a mercenary who had just broken through to the Nirvana Realm. 

They didn’t expect that he had already reached the sixth sky of the Nirvana Realm. 

This kind of increase in strength made everyone envious. 

To be able to obtain such powerful strength and only have ten years left in his life, perhaps it wasn’t 

impossible. 

[ Congratulations, host, for successfully auctioning the tier 9 spirit grade blood-mark mud ] 

[ successful departure, 4,000 times the auction return ] 

[ Congratulations, host, for obtaining the rank 1 earth rank blood mark mud ] 

Lin Mo looked at the system’s introduction. The so-called blood-fiend mud was an upgraded version of 

the blood mark mud. As long as one consumed it, one would be able to break through to the eighth sky 

of the Nirvana realm. 

Of course, the side effects were the same. One would have a lifespan of 10 years and be afraid of Dao 

Fire. 

Apart from that, there was another additional benefit. After eight years, one would automatically 

advance to the ninth sky of the Nirvana realm. 

Although he only had two years left to use this power, it was still not bad. He would be able to 

experience the realm of the strongest person in the east. 

“The auction continues.” 

Lin Mo continued to host the auction. One item after another was auctioned off from his hands, and he 

also obtained one treasure after another. 

At the same time, he also obtained quite a number of spirit stones. In a short period of time, it was 

enough for Purple Moon Palace to cultivate. 

“Alright, there are only four treasures left. However, these are all earth grade treasures. Everyone, don’t 

miss out on them.” 

The auction continued until late into the night. Lin Mo only spoke after dropping his hammer once. 

 



Chapter 432: Sacred Flame Spear 

 

This time, they had earned more than one billion mid-tier spirit stones, which was enough to cover the 

Purple Moon Palace’s expenses for over a year. 

“Finally, an earth-rank treasure! This is great! I can’t wait any longer!” 

Zhen Gu was the first to walk out of the private room. At the same time, some people walked out from 

the other private rooms as well. They all wanted an earth grade treasure. 

When the people in the hall saw this, their fiery hearts instantly turned cold, including the people in the 

other private rooms. 

That’s right. Although earth-grade treasures were precious, they still depended on who would 

participate in the auction. 

Right now, there were already four great divine empires and the Divine Secrets Holy Land. There 

weren’t even enough earth-grade treasures, so how could it be their turn. 

“Sigh, let’s just watch the show. Being able to witness the auction of earth-grade treasures isn’t 

considered a loss.” 

Someone sighed and adjusted his state of mind. 

He focused his attention on Lin Mo. what was next was the battle between these major powers. With 

their wealth and strength, they didn’t have the qualifications to participate. 

“Next, let’s welcome the first earth-rank auction item, the flame god spear. This is an earth grade tier 

one magic weapon, a long spear. It was the spoils of war from the founding of the Purple Moon Palace.” 

“Looks like everyone needs it. Then, I won’t waste any more time. The starting price is 10 million. The 

highest bidder will get it.” Lin Mo smiled as the auction began. 

“Everyone, give me some face. I’ll bid 10 million. Don’t compete with me.” 

Just as Lin Mo announced the start of the auction, Jiang Long spoke up. He bid 10 million, wanting to 

auction off the Yan Huang Divine Empire’s nation-protecting magic weapon at a low price. 

“This…” 

As soon as he said this, the crowd fell silent. Many people wanted to participate in the bidding, but due 

to Jiang Long’s existence, they couldn’t say anything. 

“Forget it. Since senior Jiang Long wants it, I won’t fight for it.” 

The third princess of the Great Ancient Divine Empire, Gu Luo, was the first to open her mouth and give 

up on the competition for the flame divine spear. 

There was no grudge between the two divine dynasties, so there was no need to offend them. 

“If that’s the case, then I’ll give up as well.” 



The Crown Prince of Lu Jin dynasty waved his hand. He was also giving up the competition, as he didn’t 

want to offend Jiang Long. 

As for Saintess Xia You, she had a good relationship with the Yanhuang Divine Empireto begin with. Last 

time, when they attacked Purple Moon Palace, she had also participated in the battle. 

Naturally, she wouldn’t participate in the competition at this moment. Everyone’s eyes were looking to 

the other side. That was the position of the fifth Prince of Great Yan Divine Empire, Zhen Gu. 

Zhen Gu was the only one who had yet to make a statement. 

Even Lin Mo was staring at Zhen Gu. He was a little anxious, and he really wanted to ask Zhen Gu to give 

up the competition through voice transmission. 

If he did that, he would be auctioning at a loss. The system had a wealth of knowledge and experience in 

rebating profits. Perhaps, it could give him a fifth tier earth grade magical artifact, or even a higher 

magical artifact. 

“I can only hope that Zhen Gu will give up as well…” 

Lin Mo muttered to himself. However, as soon as he finished speaking, Zhen Gu raised his head and said, 

“Since you all don’t want it, then I won’t stand on ceremony. It just so happens that I need a magical 

artifact that I can use.” 

“Eleven million.” 

When Zhen Gu made his bid, everyone in the hall was stunned for a moment, and soon after, the 

discussion spread out quietly. 

Was Great Yan Divine Empire planning to completely break their neutral position and lead them to 

Purple Moon Palace? 

That was an expert at the Ninth Heaven of Nirvana realm, and he had offended him just like that. 

“Good, good… good, a talented person will emerge in every generation, the younger generation will be 

more formidable.” 

Jiang long said a few good words in a row, then gave Zhen Gu and Lin Mo a cold glance. 

“Fifteen million middle-grade energy stones.” 

“Sixteen million middle-grade energy stones.” 

It was the same thing again. Every time he increased the price, Zhen Gu would only increase the price by 

one million. It was not a large amount, but it was not a small amount either. 

However, it was precisely this one million that made Jiang Long very angry. 

“What the hell…” 

Lin Mo felt helpless. He was still thinking of asking the system to give him a rebate, but in the end, Zhen 

Gu directly increased the price for him. 



“Twenty million.” 

“Young man from Great Yan Divine Empire, do you really think that I don’t dare to touch you?” Jiang 

Long said angrily. 

He did not know whether Zhen Gu really wanted it or deliberately increased the price, but at this 

moment, he only felt aggrieved. 

A mighty ninth sky of the Nirvana realm expert was actually being restrained everywhere here. It was 

really too aggrieved. 

“Cough cough, anyone who comes to participate in the Yue Xuan auction will be protected by the Purple 

Moon Palace in hailing city. Senior Jiang Long, please have some self-respect.” 

Lin Mo spoke at the right time. He was really afraid that Jiang Long would slap Zhen Gu to death in 

anger. 

He had the earth grade talisman in his hand, so he could escape, but Zhen gu obviously couldn’t. 

If Jiang Long really made a move, Zhen Gu would die without a doubt. 

“Senior Jiang Long, you’re exaggerating. The flame divine spear is an earth grade spiritual artifact. Who 

Wouldn’t want it? This junior is competing reasonably.” 

Zhen Gu quickly said, knowing that this couldn’t go on. 

“How about this? This junior offers eighty million middle-grade spiritual stones. If senior can offer a 

higher price, then this junior will admit defeat.” 

As he spoke, he bowed to Jiang Long and put him in the wrong with just a few words. 

If Jiang Long still threatened him, then he would be bullying the younger generation. On the other hand, 

people would think that Zhen Gu was the one who was forced to back down. 

“Alright, I’ll bid 81 million.” 

Jiang long said coldly. 80 million middle-grade spirit stones was about the same price as an earth grade 

first-grade Dharma artifact. 

However, it would be even higher in the eastern continent. As it was too precious, no power would 

release it for auction. 

Although Zhen Gu didn’t want to give up, he could only do so. 

Jiang Long’s strength was obvious. Even though Lin Mo said that he would protect him, and he had the 

purple spirit guards to intimidate him, the end result would probably be that the army would heavily 

injure Jiang Long… 

“81 million going once.” 

“…” 



“Deal. Congratulations, senior Jiang Long, for successfully bidding for the earth grade tier 1 divine flame 

spear.” 

Lin Mo knocked down the auction hammer. The value of an Earth rank magic weapon was really high, 81 

million. It seemed that he would have to consider this type of magic weapon for the finale of the next 

auction. 

[ Congratulations, host, for successfully bidding for the Earth rank 1 divine flame spear. ] 

[ successfully triggered 7,000 times the profit from the auction. ] 

“Congratulations, host, for obtaining the Earth rank 4 Divine Flame Spear.” 

In the system space, a long spear burning with scarlet flames appeared. 

Lin Mo used his spiritual sense to probe and discovered that this long spear contained incomparably 

terrifying fire dao principles. 

This level of power was even more powerful than what he could control. Only the purest fire attribute 

experts could use it. 

“I can give it to Lil’ Die, then I’ll give the radiant sun spear to Aunty…” 

Lin Mo calculated in his heart that the best owner of the Sacred Fire Spear would definitely be Lil’ Die. 

No one else would be able to display their true strength. 

“Junior, this old man wants to trade on the spot.” 

While Lin Mo was thinking, Jiang Long’s voice rang out, filled with anger. Spending 81 million to buy back 

his nation-protecting magical artifact, what else could be more infuriating than this? 

“Live transaction, alright. Then the next earth grade treasure shall be traded on the spot.” 

Lin Mo said with a smile. After counting the spirit stones that Jiang Long had thrown over, Lin Mo 

straightforwardly threw the flame divine spear to him. 

“Alright, let’s invite the next item up for auction, the Earth grade first rank spear art. This item is also 

from the monolith forbidden ground, recorded on a stone tablet.” 

“This item is a little tattered and can only be viewed once. After viewing it, the runes on it will dissipate.” 

“Therefore, after you auction it, bring it back to your elders for them to examine. After that, have them 

carve out the runes.” 

Lin Mo reminded them. Jiang Xiyue and the other two wanted to learn an earth grade 1 spear art martial 

art. However, there was only one book, so Lin Mo decided to auction it. 

 

Chapter 433: Dragon King’s Destruction and Heaven-cleaving Sword Qi 

 



They would be able to learn the martial arts that were given back to them after the auction. 

Unfortunately, there were many treasures in the monolith forbidden ground, as well as many cultivation 

techniques and martial arts. 

Only sword techniques were rare. Lin Mo searched for a long time, but in the end, he only found a 

broken sword manual. 

A maid walked up and dragged a silver plate. A one-foot-tall stone tablet appeared in front of everyone. 

“Because I haven’t looked at this martial art manual before, I can’t introduce it. I only know its grade.” 

“The starting price will be fifty million middle-grade spirit stones to avoid trouble. Each increment must 

not be less than one million. 

“Now, let the auction begin.” 

As soon as she finished speaking, Gu Luo placed a bid and said, “55,000,000 spirit stones. My ancestor is 

a spear practitioner. It’s a good opportunity to bring it back.” 

She was pleasantly surprised. This spear art had already been written in Lin Mo’s invitation letter. This 

was the reason why she had come to participate in the auction. 

“Hehe, earth grade martial arts. We are also coveting it.” 

Saintess Xia You opened her mouth and said, “60 million. Sister Gu Luo, Don’t blame me. I’m afraid that I 

can’t let go of this spear technique.” 

“Sister Xia You, what are you saying? In the auction, everyone relies on their own abilities. How could 

you blame me?” 

Gu Luo wasn’t angry either. After Saintess Xia You’s bid, she raised another bid of 70 million. The two of 

them competed against each other, neither giving way to the other. 

In the blink of an eye, the price had already been raised to 80 million. At this time, the two of them were 

not jumping up the price, but only increasing it by 1,000,000 and 1,000,000. 

“Hehe, sister Gu Luo seems to have brought enough capital. Then I won’t snatch it. I’ll give it to sister.” 

When the price reached 85,000,000, Saintess Xia You frowned and then sighed. 

This price was a little out of her expectations. It would not be worth it if they continued to fight. 

“Thank you, Sister Xia You.” 

After the battle between the two ended, everyone in the hall was full of praises. The two top beauties of 

the eastern continent wanted to fight, but it was a different style. 

At least the battle with Zhen Gu and Jiang Long would be more interesting. 

“Alright, Congratulations to Princess Gu Luo for successfully bidding for this martial arts book.” 

Lin Mo nodded with a smile. 85 million, even higher than before. He just didn’t know what the system 

would reward him with. 



[ Congratulations to the host for successfully bidding for the Earth Class Rank 1 martial art, Rainbow 

Pierce ] 

[ Successfully triggering the 4,000 times auction reward ] 

[ Congratulations to the host for obtaining the Earth class rank 3 martial art, Dragon King Breakthrough ] 

A spear-type martial art. Of course, it could be used without learning the spear, but its power would 

probably be reduced by more than half. 

“Very good, there aren’t any restrictions on the attributes. The three of them can learn it, and Auntie 

can also…” 

Lin Mo nodded his head in satisfaction. This result was pretty good, and he didn’t know if the next item 

would satisfy him. 

“The next item is still an earth grade martial art. Its condition is the same as the previous one, and it can 

only be checked once.” 

After completing the transaction with Gu Luo, Lin Mo waved his hand, and another maid came up with a 

silver plate. 

The stone tablet on the silver plate stood erect, emitting a mysterious aura. 

“This is a sword technique martial art. I’ve never seen it before, so I won’t introduce it. The starting price 

is 50 million. Does anyone want to bid?” 

Lin Mo said with a smile. He was also very eager for sword techniques and martial arts. 

However, he had the incomplete technique of an ancient divine beast, so his requirements for martial 

arts were very high. He really didn’t have any interest in spirit grade martial arts. 

Only earth grade martial arts could barely compare to the incomplete technique of an ancient divine 

beast. Only then could they catch his eye. 

“It’s actually an earth grade sword technique.” 

Everyone was shocked. At the same time, they were somewhat puzzled. Wasn’t Lin Mo also a sword 

cultivator? Why didn’t he cultivate it himself? 

Could it be that he was willing to give up an earth grade martial art for the sake of the Purple Moon 

Palace’s development? He wanted to earn spirit stones to support the Purple Moon Palace. 

“I don’t think so. The Purple Moon Palace took away all the treasures in the monolith forbidden land, so 

it doesn’t necessarily lack spirit stones.” Someone shook his head and had a different opinion. 

“Fellow Daoist, tell me, what’s the reason?” Someone asked curiously. 

“You didn’t come to watch the ceremony that day. During the battle to establish the Purple Moon 

Palace, Lin Mo used at least three incomplete ancient divine beast techniques.” 

“Even if those top-tier techniques were incomplete, their power shouldn’t be underestimated.” 



“Therefore, I think Lin Mo probably doesn’t like this earth-grade sword technique.” 

Everyone in the hall discussed. This information wasn’t a secret. The matter of Lin Mo controlling the 

incomplete ancient divine beast technique had long since spread like wildfire. 

“Forget it, don’t talk about this kind of thing. Let’s watch the auction.” 

A few minutes later, the hall quieted down. Lin Mo saw that the atmosphere was almost done, so he 

dropped his hammer and started the auction. 

“This is not bad. This crown prince will take it.” 

The crown prince of the Lu Jin dynasty, who had never placed a bid, placed a bid. Sword techniques and 

martial arts were just right for him to cultivate. 

However, Lin Mo didn’t think highly of this person. 

After all, Saintess Xia You cultivated sword techniques. Lin Mo had seen her sword techniques a few 

times, and no one in the same realm could compare to her. 

Even Lin Mo admitted defeat. He was inferior to her in terms of understanding sword techniques. 

“80 million. I’m sorry, but I won’t give up on this sword technique.”Saintess Xia You smiled. 

She raised the price to 80 million right after bidding, which made many people gasp in admiration. 

“80 million once. Your highness, the crown prince of the Lu Jin dynasty, do you still want to bid?” Lin Mo 

said with a smile. Today was a good harvest. 

“85 million. Of course I want to participate.” 

The crown prince of the Lu Jin dynasty raised the bid by 5 million. He did not give in at all and fought 

with Saintess Xia You for the sword technique martial arts. 

“Then, 90 million.” 

Saintess Xia You said with a calm expression. 90 million. If he continued to raise the bid, it would far 

exceed the value of earth grade martial arts. 

Lin Mo was delighted. He could not wait for the crown prince of the Lu Jin dynasty to raise the bid to 100 

million middle-grade spirit stones… 

Although this wasn’t realistic, an earth rank 1 martial art shouldn’t be auctioned off at such a high price. 

Just as Lin Mo had expected, the crown prince of the Lu JinDivine Empire gave up after raising the price 

once. 

In the end, this martial art was sold to Saintess Xia You for 92 million. 

Everyone in the hall was shocked. There weren’t many transactions of such a huge amount of spirit 

stones in the entire eastern continent. 

Moreover, no faction in the eastern continent would be willing to auction off an earth grade treasure. 



“Alright, Congratulations to Saintess Xia You for successfully auctioning off a sword technique martial 

art.” 

Lin Mo nodded, very satisfied with this price. 92 million mid-grade spirit stones had been obtained, and 

under everyone’s burning gazes, this stone tablet had also been taken by Saintess Xia You. 

[ Congratulations to host for successfully auctioning off an earth rank 1 sword technique martial art, 

‘wind and dust sword qi’] 

[You have successfully triggered the 4,000 times auction return profit.] 

[Congratulations, host, for obtaining the Earth rank 3 sword technique, ‘Heaven cleaving sword qi’.] 

“Earth rank 3 martial technique. It doesn’t have any requirements for attributes. That’s great.” 

Lin Mo couldn’t help but feel excited. Such a top-notch sword technique wasn’t just ordinary in the 

eastern continent, even in other continents. 

“Thank you for your support. Next, it’s time for the highlight of the day, the final treasure.” 

After calming himself down, Lin Mo raised his head and called for the last handmaiden under everyone’s 

expectant gazes. 

In the handmaiden’s hand was a suet jade bottle. The jade bottle was emitting a faint fragrance. 

“What is this? Is it a spirit medicine?” 

 

Chapter 434: The Immortal Spring 

 

Some people were curious as to what kind of spirit medicine could be used by Lin Mo as the finale. 

Could it be of a higher grade? 

However, as everyone knew, for treasures of the same grade, cultivation techniques were the most 

important, followed by martial arts and magic tools, followed by spirit pills, and finally, spirit medicines 

and some materials. 

For a spirit medicine to be kept as the finale, could it be of earth rank 3? 

While everyone was thinking about it, Lin Mo took the suet jade bottle from the maid. 

“This is a spiritual medicine. You’ve guessed it, right? Its rank isn’t low.” Lin Mo smiled mysteriously. 

If it weren’t for the fact that they didn’t have a suitable person to refine it, Jiang Xiyue and the others 

wouldn’t have agreed to let Lin Mo auction it. 

“This suet jade bottle contains a kind of spiritual spring. This kind of spring water is extremely 

mysterious. It’s called the immortal spring.” 

“What? It’s the legendary immortal spring?” 



Everyone was shocked and stood up one after another. Some people almost couldn’t help but attack 

and wanted to rush forward to snatch it. 

“Brother Lin, are you serious?” Saintess Xia You stood up and said. The Immortal Spring was a precious 

treasure that countless forces wanted. 

“That’s right. It comes from the rock forbidden land. The immortal spring is tier 5 earth grade. However, 

its starting price is a bit expensive.” 

Lin Mo smiled mysteriously. He had quite a few immortal springs. As for their effects, there was only 

one. They could reset one’s life, allowing one to return to their youth. 

Their strength didn’t change, their lifespan reset, their talent returned, everything returned to their 

peak, allowing them to continue cultivating. 

“The immortal spring can only be used by experts below the immortal foundation. However, I believe 

that there shouldn’t be such a restriction in the eastern continent.” 

Lin Mo spoke. Back then when they counted the spoils of war and found a pool of the immortal spring, 

even Bai Luo couldn’t help but to exclaim in admiration. 

To the various powers in the eastern continent, this immortal spring was simply too important. 

Whoever could obtain it would be able to allow their ancestor to return to his youth. With the ninth 

level of the Nirvana realm as the starting point, there might be a chance for him to ascend to immortal-

foundation. 

Once someone took that step, the situation in the eastern continent would completely change. 

“Lin Mo, say the price. No matter how high the price is, I can afford it.” Jiang Long walked out from the 

private room. 

Originally, he didn’t want to participate in the competition, but he didn’t expect Lin Mo to throw out a 

heavy bomb in the end. 

“Don’t worry, this immortal spring is priceless. The auction method has changed.” 

Lin Mo motioned for everyone to calm down. 

At the same time, a terrifying battle intent erupted in the sky above Hailing city. A powerful pressure 

descended, suppressing everyone until they couldn’t breathe. 

The only one who could escape was JiangLong, but even so, he still used all his strength to resist. That 

was why he didn’t make a fool of himself. 

“Brother Lin, please stop. We are all witnesses to this auction. Naturally, we won’t allow anyone to 

cause trouble.” 

Saintess Xia You said. The pressure was comparable to the ninth sky of the Nirvana Realm. No matter 

how stunning she was, she couldn’t resist it. 



She had talent and methods, but she was still young, so she wasn’t enough to resist the ninth sky of the 

NirvanaRealm. 

“Hehe, I’m sorry. It’s just some small means of deterrence. Please forgive me. Today, Hailing city forbids 

fighting. Otherwise, when the army comes, we will kill without mercy.” 

Lin Mo smiled faintly, and then his tone gradually became cold as he said each word. 

After saying this, Lin Mo opened his mouth and whispered a few words. A moment later, the terrifying 

pressure dissipated, and everyone seemed to be relieved of a heavy burden. 

Some of the weaker ones even collapsed onto the ground, cold sweat dripping from their bodies. 

“This is too terrifying. Is this the foundation of the Purple Moon Palace?” 

“That’s right. From today onwards, who will dare to cause trouble again?” 

“That’s good. Our safety has been guaranteed when we participate in the auction, so we can come more 

often in the future.” 

Quite a few people spoke up. After knowing that Lin Mo was only intimidated, they were no longer 

afraid. On the contrary, they were discussing the strength of the Purple Moon Palace. 

Among the people present, only Jiang Long’s expression was unsightly and extremely gloomy. 

He had indeed thought about it earlier. At such a close distance, he would be able to escape unscathed 

even if he snatched away the immortal spring and the Spirit Stones on Lin Mo’s body. 

As for the Purple Spirit Guards’pursuit, a thousand-man army wouldn’t be able to catch up with the 

speed of a ninth firmament Nirvana realm. 

This was the weakness of the army, and it was difficult to make up for it. 

However, Lin Mo was already prepared. If he really made a move, the purple spirit guards outside would 

instantly make a move. 

He didn’t dare to gamble. Putting his life on the line wouldn’t make up for the loss. 

“Brother Lin, how do you plan to sell this immortal spring?” Zhen Gu asked. 

He couldn’t wait any longer. He thought that he still had some status in Lin Mo’s place, and it shouldn’t 

be a problem for him to write a letter of credit. 

At most, he wouldn’t take the immortal spring with him. He would go back and find the patriarch to 

bring spirit stones. 

“All of you, go on stage separately. Send a voice transmission to tell me what price you’re willing to pay. 

I’ll choose one person to sell.” 

“For safety reasons, I won’t tell you who I’ve chosen. However, after that person safely returns to his or 

her own faction, he or she must publicly announce the ownership of the Immortal Spring.” 

Lin Mo continued speaking, explaining some of the rules while looking at Jiang long at the same time. 



“Senior, please forgive me. If you want to make a bid, let the second prince come up and say the price.” 

In order to avoid being ambushed by Jiang Long, he didn’t dare to let the other party come up. 

In fact, even if he had an earth grade talisman, at such a close distance, he really didn’t have the 

confidence to escape. 

Safety was the most important thing. It was better to be safe. 

“En, this idea isn’t bad. Who Wants to make a bid first?” Saintess Xia You nodded and looked at the 

crowd, not wanting to be the first to go out. 

“Then I’ll do it.” 

Zhen Gu was the first to step out. He flew onto the auction stage and came in front of Lin Mo. 

“Haha, Brother Lin, our relationship isn’t bad, right? Sell this immortal spring to me. You can name the 

price. I don’t have enough spirit stones, so I can owe it to you first.” 

“I don’t have to take the immortal spring with me first. When I go back, I’ll call my patriarch to come and 

get it.” 

After Zhen Gu finished speaking, he didn’t wait for Lin Mo to say anything more. He walked off the 

auction stage and left. 

He had already done what he could. The next step was to see if Lin Mo was willing to sell it to him. 

“It’s my turn now.” 

The Crown Prince of the Lu Jin Divine Empire stood up and walked in front of Lin Mo. 

“Brother Lin Mo, something has happened to the Lu Jin Divine Empire recently, and the spirit stones 

aren’t enough. If you’re willing, I can give you 100 million middle-grade spirit stones.” 

“Apart from that, there’s also an earth rank 2 cultivation technique. Of course, you can’t teach it to 

others.” 

This condition was very good. However, compared to Zhen Gu’s condition, it was still not very good. Lin 

Mo preferred to have more spirit stones. 

“Okay, I’ll consider it.” 

After giving a reply, the crown prince of the Lu Jin dynasty left. Then, Princess Gu Luo walked up. 

“Brother Lin, the Great Ancient Divine Empire broke open a forbidden land some time ago and found 

third tier earth grade spirit herb, three stalks of snow worry spirit flower.” 

“I can give you two stalks. These spiritual herbs are extremely rare and can increase a person’s talent. 

You and Jiang Xiyue can take them.” 

“In addition, I can also add 50 million middle-grade spiritual stones.” 

It was still an extremely high price, which surprised Lin Mo. with two stalks of the snow worry spiritual 

flower and 50 million middle-grade spiritual stones. 



Lin Mo was indeed moved. 

“I’m very moved. Princess Gu Luo, do stay in Hailing city for a few days, I’ll give you an answer.” 

After sending off Princess Gu Luo, the second prince of the Yanhuang Divine Empire hurried over. He 

was about to speak when he was interrupted by Lin Mo. 

“Shut up, I’ll never sell it to you in the first place. Scram.” 

Lin Mo’s expression was cold as he transmitted his voice, telling the second prince to scram. 

“Lin Mo, you…” the second prince dared to be angry but didn’t dare to speak. After meeting Lin Mo’s 

cold gaze, he hurriedly flew down. 

“Now it’s my turn…” 
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When everyone had left, Saintess Xia You slowly walked up and looked at Lin Mo. 

“Saintess, do you have something to say?” 

Lin Mo asked. He had specially waited for everyone to leave before coming. Why was this? 

“Lin Mo, if I were to invite all of you to join the Divine Secrets Sacred Land, would you be willing?” 

Saintess XiaYou sighed. 

At this moment, she felt a little regretful. 

Back then, when Lin Mo and the others were in danger in the imperial city, she wasn’t able to lend a 

helping hand. Even when she knew the news, she didn’t reveal it. 

A few days ago, she had even helped the Yanhuang Divine Empire deal with the Purple Moon Palace. 

These few moves were too stinky. 

“Saintess, isn’t it a little too late to say this now?” 

Lin Mo shook his head and rejected Saintess Xia You’s invitation. 

“Do you still want the immortal spring? Make a bid. I’m currently quite interested in Princess Gu Luo’s 

price.” 

He reminded her and asked her to make a bid quickly. He wanted to discuss with someone whether 

Zhen Gu’s conditions should be agreed to. 

Selling an additional portion of the immortal spring wasn’t a big deal to them, but there might be a lot of 

trouble in the future. 

“Then I’ll make an earth grade fourth rank spirit pill as an apology for what happened before,” said 

Saintess Xia You. 



Now, she was no longer willing to be Lin Mo’s enemy. Fortunately, there weren’t any big grudges 

between the two sides until now. 

“What kind of spirit pill is it?” Lin Mo was shocked. She could even take out a tier four earth grade spirit 

pill. Saintess Xia You was really generous. 

“The Immortal Pill, only eighth-sky Nirvana Realm experts can take it. As the name suggests, it can cast 

the foundation of Immortal Ascension.” 

“The user can directly break through to the ninth sky of the Nirvana realm without any sequelae. 

Moreover, the success rate will increase by 10% during the immortal ascension process in the future.” 

This was an extremely heaven-defying spirit pill. It came from a forbidden land, and even the divine 

secrets sacred land only had a few pills. 

Being able to take out one was already her greatest concession. 

“However, I have a condition. This immortal pill, we can only give it to you when you consume it.” 

“I can use my dao heart to swear that I will give you the spirit pill when you reach the eighth sky of the 

Nirvana Realm. I won’t make a move against you because of this,” Saintess Xia You said. 

The Immortal Ascension Pill was too important. Lin Mo still had to publicly announce the contents of the 

transaction, so he couldn’t give it out in advance. 

“There’s no need to do this. Bring the Immortal Ascension Pill over. We have people here who can 

consume it.” Lin Mo shook his head. He wasn’t willing to wait. 

However, it was a pity that he couldn’t auction the Immortal Ascension Pill. If not, a treasure with a 

rebate might be able to allow someone to directly ascend to immortality. 

“You’re not keeping it for yourself to consume?” Holy Maiden Xia You was stunned as she stared at Lin 

Mo. 

“No, the Purple Moon Palace is currently in dire need of a ninth-level Nirvana realm expert. That’s why I 

chose the Immortal Ascension Pill. When you guys bring the spirit pills over, we can trade.” 

Lin Mo smiled. In his conversation with Saintess Xia you, he faintly indicated whether he could auction 

the Immortal Ascension Pill. 

Even if he let Saintess Xia You auction it away, it wasn’t impossible. 

“Absolutely not, brother Lin. You don’t know how many experts are hidden in the eastern continent. An 

army isn’t invincible.” 

Saintess Xia You shook her head. There had been rumors about the immortal ascension pill in the past. 

However, due to the strength of the Divine Secrets Holy Land, no one dared to make any moves. 

However, the Purple Moon Palace was different. They didn’t even set up a protective array. If the news 

of the Immortal Ascension Pill was leaked, it would be a disaster. 

“How many ninth-sky Nirvana Realm experts are there in the eastern continent?” Lin Mo asked. 



“There are more than five people in the Divine Secrets Holy Land. I know very little about the rest. 

Please keep it a secret, brother Lin.” 

After saying this, Saintess Xia You turned around and left. She wanted to send the news back while 

bringing people to deliver the immortal ascension pill. 

This was a very important piece of news. It was very important to Lin Mo. 

If there were more than five people in the sacred land of divine secrets, then even if the Yan Huang 

Divine Empire didn’t have enough people, they would have at least three. If they worked together, it 

would be very difficult for the Purple Moon Palace to stop them. 

“I have to go back and discuss it.” 

Lin Mo sighed and left. 

At this moment, all kinds of buildings were being built in the Purple Moon Palace, and the scale was 

getting larger and larger. 

In the main hall, Jiang Xiyue and Lin Mo sat at the head, and below them sat all the high-level officials of 

the Purple Moon Palace. 

“Immortal Ascension Pill. If there’s such a spirit pill, it’s better to give it to the palace master. This way, 

her talent won’t be any weaker than Saintess Xia You’s.” 

Luo Haoyu said. He had drunk the immortal spring and his talent had returned to its peak. In addition, 

Lin Mo had brought so many resources. It would not be a problem for him to break through to the ninth 

sky of the Nirvana Realm in the next few years. 

Qiluo’s situation was similar. She was less than 40 years old and could break through without using the 

immortal spring. 

Therefore, This Immortal Ascension Pill was best for Jiang Xiyue.Lin Mo had a devourer body, the spirit 

pill to increase his cultivation was useless to him. 

“It’s best not to. The Immortal Ascension platform is a very important step. It’s best not to use the spirit 

pill.” 

At this moment, Bai Luo spoke. She was from another continent, so she had the most say in this aspect. 

“As for the snow worry spirit flower, you can keep this. Lin Mo won’t need it, but Lil Die and Xiyue can 

use it.” 

No matter how there were no side effects from using the spirit pill to directly increase her strength, her 

foundation was still not as solid as her own cultivation. 

Jiang Xiyue had her own talent and could reach this step in the future, so she did not need panaceas. 

“Then give it to Qiluo. I still don’t have a suitable earth grade magic tool. Qiluo has the sun spear, so her 

combat strength is a little stronger.” 

Luo Haoyu agreed with Bai Luo’s words, but he still gave up the Immortal Ascension Pill. 



Perhaps due to his obsession, he had been stuck at the eighth sky of the Nirvana Realm for more than 

half of his life and had a knot in his heart. 

Now that he had obtained the immortal spring, he had always wanted to break through with his own 

cultivation efforts. 

“Give it to me? That’s not good…” 

Qi Luo was at a loss when she saw that the immortal elixir belonged to her. She had never seen such a 

heaven-defying elixir before. 

“Aunt, please accept it. Our Purple Moon Palace still needs you to oversee things.” 

Jiang Xiyue nodded. This was how the immortal elixir should be distributed. In a few years, the Purple 

Moon Palace would have two experts at the ninth sky of the Nirvana Realm. 

At that time, the Yanhuang Divine Empire would have nothing to fear. 

“Alright then. I’ll take advantage of you two juniors.” Qiluo smiled and agreed. 

“Then I’ll give it to aunt. One more question. We have a pond of the immortal spring. We can sell 

another bottle to princess gu Luo of the Great Ancient Divine Empire.” 

Lin Mo said. He was very interested in the snow worry spiritual flower. This kind of spiritual medicine 

that could improve one’s talent was very helpful. 

“Lin Mo, at this time, we have to consider not only the benefits, but also the favor.” 

Luo Haoyu smiled and said, maintaining a different view. 

“Elder Luo, please speak.” Lin Mo said. 

Seeing that everyone’s gazes were on him, Luo Haoyu smiled and analyzed. 

“Selling it to the Divine Secrets Holy Land is because of the benefits is fine, but two snow worry spiritual 

flowers and 50 million middle-grade spirit stones isn’t too good.” 

“Although we are tempted, if we really sell them, I’m afraid the Devine Secrets Holy Land will have an 

objection.” 

Upon hearing that, Lin mo frowned and said, “So, what elder Luo is trying to say is that he is negotiating 

the price with Princess Gu Luo?” 

“No, that’s the price. But, we have to ask the Great Ancient Divine Empire to tell the public that they will 

give us five stalks of snow worry spirit flowers and five hundred million middle-grade spirit stones.” 

“As for the Great Yan Divine Empire, we can ask for some territory. Give us the territory from Longwan 

City to Hailing City.” 
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“The price of the immortal spring is about the same as the immortal pill, so we can give him two bottles 

of the immortal spring as a way to befriend him. 

“In this way, we can get some benefits and territory, and make the two great dynasties owe us a favor. 

At the same time, we won’t make the Divine Secrets Holy Land Unhappy.” 

After Luo Haoyu finished speaking, Lin Mo and the others’ eyes lit up with shock. As expected, the older 

the ginger, the spicier it was. 

“Elder Luo, this method of yours is amazing…” 

Jiang Xiyue praised. They did not lack the immortal spring. Four bottles of immortal spring had made the 

Purple Moon Palace’s foothold smoother and smoother. 

With territories, they could further attack the Yanhuang Divine Empire. This was truly a method that 

could attack, retreat, and defend… 

“Not a bad idea.” Bai Luo could not help but nod. This was the best method. 

“Haha, then I’ll have to trouble the deputy palace master to make another trip.” Luo Haoyu stroked his 

beard and smiled. 

“Then you guys continue to build the Purple Moon Palace. Leave the resource issue to me.” 

After the discussion, Lin Mo counted the spirit stones that he had obtained from the auction. 

“Including our previous reserves, we have a total of 1,478,000,000 middle-grade spirit stones. Not bad.” 

Looking at so many spirit stones, Lin Mo was shocked. This was only a portion. If all the treasures in the 

monolith forbidden ground could be sold, these spirit stones would double. 

“Haha, we’re going to become one of the top powers in the eastern continent. Lin Mo, you’re amazing.” 

Jiang Xiyue was extremely excited. Her obsession was finally coming to an end. It was as if she was in a 

dream. 

As she said this, she hugged Lin Mo’s arm and pressed her red lips onto Lin Mo’s face under everyone’s 

shocked gaze. 

“Ahem, pay attention to the occasion.” 

The damask coughed lightly and woke up Jiang Xiyue, who had lost her composure. 

“Eh, should we even it out? Let’s do it here as well.” 

Lin Mo pointed at the other side of his face and smirked. 

Jiang Xiyue’s pretty face turned red, especially when she saw the elders behind her looking at her. 

“What are you all looking at? Haven’t you seen it before?” 

She turned around and glared at everyone. All of a sudden, the elders lowered their heads and 

pretended not to see anything. 



“Leave quickly. Go and make a deal with those people.” 

Jiang Xiyue pushed Lin Mo and urged her to leave as soon as possible. Then, she did not want to stay any 

longer and left the place as if she was running away. 

After leaving the treasury that Purple Moon Palace had just built, the purple spirit guards surrounded 

the place. Other than Palace Master Jiang Xiyue and Deputy Palace Master Lin Mo, no one was allowed 

to get close. 

Even Luo Haoyu and Qiluo had to hold their unique tokens in order to enter. 

After all, what was guarding here was the foundation of the Purple Moon Palace, all of its resources. 

In Hailing city, Lin Mo used the spirit-holding spell to conceal his aura. 

When he knocked on the door of princess Gu Luo’s inn, the people inside were also shocked. 

The door opened. princess Gu Luo and her guards were on guard, looking at Lin Mo outside the door 

with vigilance. 

When she saw who it was, the vigilance in Princess Gu Luo’s eyes turned into pleasant surprise, and she 

hurriedly invited Lin Mo in. 

“Vice palace master, did you… Agree?” 

Gu Luo said in pleasant surprise. Lin Mo coming over at this time should mean that he had agreed to her 

condition. 

Previously, when she heard from her subordinates that Saintess Xia You had directly left Hailing city, she 

thought that Lin Mo had agreed to her condition. 

“After some discussion, I’ve agreed to your conditions. However, when I need you to spread the news to 

the outside world, I want you say you gave me five stalks of snow worry spirit flowers and 500 million 

middle-grade spirit stones. Is that alright?”Lin Mo said. 

Only with such conditions could it be barely comparable to the Immortal Ascension Pill. 

Princess Gu Luo was stunned. The people in the room were also stunned. They didn’t understand why 

Lin Mo would have such a request. 

“Brother Lin, are you planning to sell more of the immortal spring in the future?” Gu Luo asked. He 

couldn’t understand why Lin Mo would do this. 

“Let me tell you the truth. I can’t refuse the price that Saintess Xia You and Prince Zhen Gu offered. 

However, I’m very interested in the snow worry spiritual flower. That’s why I’m doing this.” 

“You can’t give me five snow worry spiritual flowers either. However, if the price doesn’t match the 

Divine Secrets Holy Land, it’ll be a bit difficult for me.” 

Lin Mo said truthfully. It was just a lie. It wasn’t anything difficult. 

“I see. Then I’ll have to thank the vice palace master. I’ll go back now and ask the patriarchs to bring the 

snow worry spirit flowers over.” 



Gu Luo smiled and nodded. He poured a cup of tea for Lin Mo. the two of them exchanged a few simple 

words before Lin mo bade farewell and left. 

As soon as he walked out, he immediately headed towards Zhen Gu’s Inn. 

At this moment, in the room, Zhen Gu was a little anxious. He didn’t know if Lin Mo would agree to his 

conditions. 

If he agreed, what kind of request would he make… 

“Chen Wu, you’re really patient. Aren’t you anxious?” Zhen Gu looked at the man sitting cross-legged on 

the other side and felt a little helpless. 

“That’s weird. Lin Mo just came out of Princess Gu Luo’s Inn, but when did he enter?” The man called 

Chen Wu frowned. 

“What did you say?” Zhen Gu was shocked. 

According to his information, Lin Mo and Jiang Xiyue were dao partners. 

Excluding the reason why Lin Mo was a playboy, the only thing left was to trade the immortal spring… 

“Looks like your plan failed. Sigh, it seems like giving you two battle formations is his sincerity.” Chen Wu 

spread his hands and said gloatingly. 

“Stop laughing at me. The immortal spring was bought for your master.” Zhen Gu frowned. 

What kind of conditions did princess Gu Luo give him? How could Lin Mo know that he couldn’t afford it 

without even asking him? 

“Lin Mo is here.” 

Suddenly, Chen Wu opened his mouth and looked outside the door. In the next moment, there was a 

knock on the door. 

Zhen Gu hurriedly opened the door and realized that it was indeed Lin Mo. he warmly invited him in. 

“Lin Mo, nice to meet you.” 

Chen Wu stood up at this moment and cupped his fists towards Lin Mo. 

His strength was actually similar to Li Long’s, but Li Long didn’t have any resistance against Lin Mo. 

This surprised him, but at the same time, he was also extremely wary of Lin Mo. 

“This must be Chen Wu from the Tianwu clan. I’ve heard so much about you, I finally got to meet you.” 

Lin Mo cupped his fists. 

“You must be joking.” Chen Wu smiled and then sat down at the side. 

At this moment, Zhen Gu said anxiously, “Brother Lin, you know what my conditions are. Have you 

considered it?” 

“Of course I’ve considered it. I just don’t know if you can agree to my conditions.” 



Lin Mo said. The distance between Dragon Bay City and Hailing city was tens of thousands of miles. 

There were more than ten cities of different sizes. 

Although Dragon Bay City was an important city, it wasn’t small either. There were three forbidden 

areas in it that were very extraordinary. 

“This territory is the price of one bottle of the immortal spring. We can be considered friends, so I can 

take a loss. I’ll give you two bottles of the immortal spring, how about that?” 

Zhen Gu’s brows were furrowed from the first condition. Asking for a territory was a bit too big of a 

request. After all, a territory was the foundation of a faction. 

However, Lin Mo’s last words made Zhen Gu’s eyes widen. 

“Two bottles of immortal spring?” 

Not only Zhen Gu, but Chen Wu was also shocked. The price was not cheap, giving away a bottle of 

immortal spring for free. 

“Brother Lin, are you serious?” Zhen Gu stared at Lin Mo with red eyes. 

This information was too important. There were many immortal springs in the Purple Moon Palace. This 

was what he understood. 
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If they could put it up for auction, there must be some surplus. At the very least, these two palace 

masters would have it. 

Initially, he thought that only this bottle could be bought. Who would have thought that Lin Mo was 

willing to give him a bottle as a gift? 

“Regarding the matters of the territory, can you make the decision?” Asked Lin Mo. for the Purple Moon 

Palace to grow, one must have an ally. 

The Great Yan Divine Empire was very suitable, and the next emperor had a good relationship with him. 

However, Zhen Gu was still a prince, so he could not make the decision. Therefore, he had to go back 

and report it to the higher-ups. 

“I will go back and tell them. They will definitely agree. Brother Lin, just wait for the Good News.” 

Zhen Gu laughed out loud. He exchanged a glance with Chen Wu, and then planned to turn around and 

leave. 

Two bottles of immortal spring would definitely be able to move those stubborn elders. After all, those 

who needed the immortal spring had the absolute right to speak. 



“Hold on, don’t make a big deal out of this. Just say that you’re using this territory to trade with me for a 

bottle of immortal spring,” Lin Mo exhorted. 

“Understood.” 

After Zhen Gu left these two words, he left with Chen Wu. 

As for the Crown Prince of the Lu Jin dynasty, his conditions were rather ordinary, so he could only 

refuse. 

After making some arrangements in Yue Xuan and making the place run normally, he handed over all 

the responsibilities to Huixiang. 

In order to prevent anyone from causing trouble, he also called Tang Chen over. While he was away, the 

two of them had full authority over Yue Xuan. 

After doing all this, it was already the morning of the second day. Lin Mo found a secret room and chose 

to go into seclusion to cultivate. 

He had yet to cultivate the heaven-cleaving sword qi that he had just obtained. 

“It’s been a long time since I’ve cultivated sword techniques and martial arts. I’m a Little Rusty.” 

As he muttered to himself, sharp swords kept appearing in Lin Mo’s mind. They emitted streams of 

sword qi that filled the entire secret chamber. 

Some sword marks appeared on the surrounding walls due to Lin Mo’s practice. They were extremely 

sharp. 

“Heaven-cleaving sword qi. Using one’s body as a sword, one can release it with a thought.” 

“From nothing to something. When the sword qi is completed with a flick of the finger, it can also slash 

down the sun, moon, and stars.” 

Immersed in the ocean of sword qi, Lin Mo almost forgot himself. At this moment, he felt like he was a 

sharp sword. 

There were no distracting thoughts in his mind. His only thought was to slash open this world, and the 

Sun, Moon, and stars would tremble as the sword qi shook. 

“This… Is the heaven-cleaving sword qi?” 

After an unknown amount of time, Lin Mo woke up from the sword qi and muttered to himself. The 

ancient desolation sword had appeared in his hand at some point in time. 

As it trembled slightly, a powerful sword qi erupted. 

The ancient sword of desolation in his hand flew up and the sword qi soared into the sky. Lin Mo’s heart 

was filled with boundless battle intent as he subconsciously slashed his sword forward. 

“Wait, what the F*ck, what am I doing?” 



Lin Mo was shocked because the sword that he slashed down was actually heading straight for the main 

building of the Moon Pavilion. 

That building had been demolished because it belonged to the city lord’s mansion. Back then, even the 

protective formation of the city had been demolished, so it was completely defenseless. 

“Haha, Don’t move. I’ll take it.” 

After a loud laugh, a man bathed in lightning flew out, holding a lightning spear in his hand as he met 

the sword. 

“Ji Zixiao?” 

Looking at this familiar figure, Lin Mo was taken aback. He did not expect Ji Zixiao to still be in the Purple 

Moon Palace, which surprised him. 

“Brother Lin, fulfill the duel you promised me.” 

Ji Zixiao laughed out loud. After blocking the sword qi with his thunder spear, a loud explosion sounded. 

Everyone was alarmed. It was not only Hailing city, but also the Purple Moon Palace not far away. 

Everyone’s eyes were focused on this place. 

Amidst the explosion, Ji Zixiao flew out. He held his spear which was stained with lightning and stabbed 

it at Lin Mo’s throat. 

His moves were fast, accurate, and ruthless. Not a single move was unnecessary. 

Lin Mo was shocked, but his fighting spirit was also roused. The ancient sword of desolation emitted 

sword qi as he fought Ji Zixiao. 

At this moment, Lin Mo finally understood why Ji Zixiao was so eager to fight. 

As they fought, the fighting spirit in Ji Zixiao’s body grew stronger and stronger. He also became more 

familiar with the circulation of spiritual qi and had a feeling of perfect control over it. 

“Haha, this feels great. Let’s continue.” 

Ji Zixiao laughed out loud as the tip of the spear and the blade clashed, creating sparks from the friction. 

Neither of them used any martial arts and even controlled the spiritual Qi to a certain extent without 

causing too much damage. 

After a fierce battle, Ji Zixiao was the first to stop and let out a hearty laugh. 

“Haha, Brother Lin is indeed amazing. Your swordsmanship is exquisite. I don’t think even Saintess Xia 

You can beat you.” 

Ji Zixiao smiled heroically and gave Lin Mo an extremely high evaluation. 

“Brother Ji, you’re exaggerating. In terms of swordsmanship, I don’t dare to compete with Saintess Xia 

You.” Lin Mo was helpless. 



That was because Saintess Xia You was flying in the air and watching the intense battle between the two 

of them with interest. 

“Reporting to the vice palace master, Saintess Xia You has been waiting for you for seven days. In 

addition, princess Gu Luo and prince Zhen Gu also arrived four days ago and three days ago.” 

Hui Xiang flew into the sky and reported the situation. 

Lin Mo nodded and said, “How long have I been in closed-door cultivation?” 

“Almost a month. The sword qi in the place where you are in closed-door cultivation is too terrifying. We 

didn’t dare to approach it.” 

Hui Xiang said with some fear. Even Tang Chen, an expert at the third sky of Nirvana Realm, didn’t dare 

to stay too long. 

In the end, she had no choice but to go to the Purple Moon Palace and invite an expert at the fifth sky of 

Nirvana Realm to check it out. Only then did she let them rest assured. 

“What sharp sword qi. Brother Lin’s sword technique seems to be much stronger than the one that was 

auctioned last time.” 

Saintess Xia You came over and praised. When she first came to Yue Xuan, she had already sensed the 

sword qi here. 

It was extremely powerful. It was not inferior to what she cultivated. 

“Saintess, you’re too polite. Please follow me.” 

Lin Mo said with a smile. Naturally, this kind of transaction could not be done in Yue Xuan. It had to be 

done in the Purple Moon Palace. 

“Let’s Go!” Zhen Gu called out to the guest hall, followed by Princess Gu Luo. The few of them headed to 

the Purple Moon Palace together. 

“What’s going on?” 

An old man with white hair and a youthful face stood behind Zhen Gu. He looked at the others with 

shock and hesitation. 

“Three ninth sky Nirvana Realm powerhouses. If they enter the Purple Moon Palace and cause damage, 

all their efforts will be wasted…” 

Lin Mo was a little worried. Fortunately, the relationship between the three major forces and him was 

not bad. 

Although there was some conflict between them and the Divine Secrets Holy Land, it was not impossible 

to resolve it. However, the level of danger was a little lower. 

“It seems like brother Lin has more than one bottle of immortal spring.” 

Looking at the other people, Saintess Xia you was extremely smart. Naturally, she knew the reason and 

was shocked once again. 



“Please take a seat, brother Zhen. I wonder if the Great Yan Divine Empire will agree to my conditions?” 

Lin Mo took the lead to look at Zhen Gu. Since the other party had come, he should have agreed. 

However, just in case, he had to ask first. 

“Vice palace master Lin, I wonder if you can change your conditions. For example, spirit stones, magical 

items, and so on. We are willing to pay a higher price.” 

The old man behind Zhen Gu spoke. His hair was white and his face was young, but his voice was 

extremely old. 

Hearing that, Lin Mo shook his head slightly and said, “No, the conditions can not be changed. Please 

forgive me, senior.” 

After that, the old man fell into silence. Seeing that, Zhen Gu had no choice but to spread his hands at 

Lin Mo. 

He also wanted to help Lin Mo complete the transaction, but he could not make the decision for Great 

Yan Dvine Empire. Moreover, he wanted to order this man. 

Even the emperor might not be able to do it… 

 

Chapter 438: The Water of Life 

 

“Haha, Zhen Wude, Are you going to be stingy? Come and listen to our conditions.” 

At this moment, the old man behind Princess Gu Luo spoke up. He stroked his beard and laughed 

heartily. 

“Vice palace master Lin, the five stalks of snow worry spirit flowers you mentioned, plus 500 million 

middle-grade spirit stones, we’ve paid for them. They’re right here, you can count them.” 

He laughed heartily and passed an interspatial ring to Lin Mo. 

Gu Luo looked at Lin Mo and nodded slightly, indicating for Lin Mo to count them. 

“Then Junior will take a look first.” 

Lin Mo smiled and sent his spiritual sense into it. In the huge space between them, there was a 

mountain of spirit stones. 

A total of 50 million spirit stones, just like what Lin Mo had agreed on. 

Other than that, there were two snow-white jade-like flowers that were planted in ice crystal flower 

pots, sparkling and translucent. 

Lin Moguang’s eyes were blurred after just one look, and he felt as if he was intoxicated. 

“It really is a treasure.” 



Lin Mo was overjoyed. It was perfect. If these two snow worry spirit flowers were auctioned off, it would 

probably cause a stir. 

“However, I have to remind my young friend that time is almost up. After this snow worry spirit flower is 

plucked, it can only last for a month.” 

“Taking into account the time spent on the road, I suggest that you and palace head Jiang quickly decide 

who gets to eat it.” 

Hearing this, Lin Mo nodded his head. His lips moved slightly as he sent a voice transmission. 

Not long after, Bai Luo in a white dress brought Lin Die, who was jumping, over. 

“Big Brother.” 

Lin Die was originally a little unwilling when she was brought over by Bai Luo. After seeing Lin Mo, she 

ran over happily. 

“What a pure fire element.” 

The three ninth sky of Nirvana realm experts were shocked. They looked at Lin Die with disbelief in their 

eyes. 

This little girl, who was not even ten years old, was already at the 25th Sky of the Nirvana realm. What 

kind of monstrous talent was this? 

The so-called number one genius of the eastern continent, Saintess Xia you, had not reached the dragon 

transformation realm when she was in her teens. 

“Brother Lin, who is this?” Saintess Xia You asked. 

“This is my sister, Lin Die.” Lin Mo teased Lin Die and smiled. 

“Lil’ Die, eat this flower.” 

He took out a snow worry spirit flower. That crystal clear flower was like an ice sculpture. This was a 

divine work of nature. 

“So beautiful.” 

Lin Die blinked her big eyes and held this snow worry spirit flower with her small hand. She couldn’t put 

it down. 

“Stop fooling around, eat it quickly.” Bai Luo knocked on Lin Die’s small head. 

After the snow worry spiritual flower was plucked, it was very difficult to preserve it. Now that it was 

taken out of the interspatial ring, the storage time was even shorter. 

“It’s so beautiful, what a pity to eat it…” 

Lin Die was somewhat unwilling, but under the stern gazes of Lin Mo and Bai Luo, she still ate it. 

The ice-crystal-like petals had just been sent into her mouth, but in the next moment, they melted 

directly. The entire flower turned into a clear energy and fused into Lin Die’s body. 



After eating the flower, Lin Die yawned and fell asleep. 

“She’s about to break through. I’ll take her to seclusion first,” Bai Luo said. Then, Lin Mo handed the 

remaining snow worry spirit flower to Bai Luo. 

That one was for Jiang Xiyue. She and Bai Luo were practicing their spear techniques, and they were 

learning from each other. 

Apart from that, Jiang Xiyue agreed to join the Bai family, and Bai Luo was also teaching some of the Bai 

family’s legacies. 

“The Purple Moon Palace has a rich source of fortune. There’s actually a genius hidden there…” 

Gu Luo and the others raised their heads and looked at Lin Mo. . They were even more shocked. 

They originally thought that the three peerless geniuses were all their trump cards. They didn’t expect 

that there would be an even smaller one. 

It was hard to imagine how powerful the Purple Moon Palace would be when Lin die matured. 

“I was just lucky. This is the immortal spring. Senior, please keep it well.” 

Lin Mo smiled and took out a bottle of immortal spring, handing it to the old man behind Gu Luo. 

The old man took it as if he had obtained a treasure. Then, he drank it in front of everyone. 

As waves of pure energy appeared, the old man’s appearance also underwent a huge change. 

His hair turned from white to gray. The frown on his face was gone, and his entire person was full of 

energy. 

This was equivalent to rebirth. Everything had returned to youth, his talent had returned, and there was 

hope for him to ascend to immortality. 

“Haha…” 

He laughed loudly, and his voice became younger. He was like a youth, very magical and shocking. 

“What a magical immortal spring.” 

Behind Saintess Xia You, the elder drooled. He then looked at Lin Mo and said impatiently. 

“Little friend, let’s hurry up and trade. I’ve already brought the immortal ascension pill.” 

Hearing the words immortal ascension pill, the others were shocked, especially Gu Luo and Chen Wu, 

who had come with Zhen Gu. 

Everyone knew about the miraculous effects of the Immortal Ascension Pill, but they all believed that 

this kind of spirit pill could only be found on other continents. 

The eastern continent couldn’t ascend to immortality, so even if this kind of spirit pill was available in 

the forbidden area, they couldn’t force their way in. It was too dangerous. 

“The Divine Secrets Holy Land does indeed have the Immortal Ascension Pill.” 



The eyes of the person who had just returned to his youth flashed with a bright light as he looked at the 

jade bottle the other party took out from his interspatial ring. 

“Advisor Tian, don’t think about it anymore. You’ve already returned to your youth. Do you still want the 

immortal ascension pill?” The elder from the Divine Secrets Holy Land said. 

“Hou Feng, don’t be jealous. Didn’t you eat theimmortal ascension pill before?” 

At this moment, the elder behind Zhen Gu spoke. His name was Zhen Wude, and he was the emperor 

three generations ago. 

Ever since he abdicated, he had been in seclusion, searching for a way to break through, but it had been 

ineffective. 

Now that the immortal spring had given him hope, he didn’t want to give up. 

“Senior, have you made up your mind?” Lin Mo looked at the other party. If the other party cared about 

his territory, it would be hard for him to complete today’s deal. 

“I agree. From now on, the area from Dragon Bay City to Hailing city belongs to Purple Moon Palace.” 

As soon as he finished his words, the others were surprised as well. 

Hou Feng and Gu Tian looked at each other and finally understood why Zhen Wude was hesitating. 

So what Lin Mo wanted was territory. However, this was normal. If Purple Moon Palace wanted to 

develop, territory was indispensable. 

“Thank you, senior. This is the agreement.” Lin Mo took out an interspatial ring with a smile and handed 

it to Zhen Wude. 

Zhen Wude took it, but he didn’t drink it immediately. Instead, he sat down and didn’t say anything. 

“There’s still the Divine Secrets Holy Land’s. Alright, the transaction is complete. I Won’t keep you all. 

Please return.” 

After the three factions completed the transaction, Lin Mo heaved a sigh of relief. As long as nothing 

went wrong, it was good. 

[ Congratulations, host, for successfully auctioning off three bottles of Earth rank 5 immortal spring ] 

[ Triggered 5,000 times auction return ] 

[ Congratulations, host, for obtaining a drop of Earth rank 9 water of life ] 

tier 7 earth grade, water of life. Lin Mo checked the effects in the system space. 

After reading it, he was overjoyed. This water of life contained extremely powerful life force. 

These were all treasures that could allow the devouring God body to devour. There was a large amount 

of pure spiritual energy within, and there wasn’t any special effect. 

“Put it into the Devouring God Body and slowly devour it.” 



Lin Mo muttered, putting this drop of water of life into his body, placing it in his dantian. He activated 

the Soul Devouring Art and let it circulate slowly. 

“What are you thinking about? Why are you so happy?” 

A wisp of fragrance filled the air. Qiluo, who was wearing a yellow dress, walked in step by step and 

stood beside Lin Mo. 

“Or did you just get another treasure from those people?” Qiluo asked. 

 

Chapter 439: Lightning In The Sky 

 

“Aunty, you’ve come out of closed-door cultivation. It’s just nice that you’ve taken this immortal 

ascension pill. It’s said that you can directly break through without refining it.” 

The people from the three forces had just left. If they broke through now, they would definitely notice 

it. This was the effect that he wanted. 

As long as the news spread, the entire eastern continent would know that a Ninth Sky Nirvana Realm 

expert had been born in the Purple Moon Palace. 

Right now, Lin Mo’s only regret was that both the snow worry spirit flower and the Immortal Ascension 

Pill were forbidden from being sold. 

This kind of treasure was too precious. If Lin Mo didn’t have the immortal spring, the two forces 

wouldn’t even let outsiders know that they had it… 

If they couldn’t auction it, they could only use it for their own people. 

The two snow worry spirit flowers were given to Lin Die and Jiang Xiyue respectively, and the immortal 

ascension pill was given to damask. 

Now that Luo Haoyu was in closed-door cultivation, the Purple Moon Palace would not come out unless 

there was danger. 

Jiang Xiyue and Lin Die were refining the snow worry spirit flowers, while Bai Luo was guiding Lin die in 

her cultivation. 

Right now, he was the only one who had nothing to do… 

“Alright, I didn’t expect that I would be able to break through to the Ninth Sky of the Nirvana Realm 

before the age of forty. What a surprise…” 

Qiluo smiled faintly and swallowed the Immortal Ascension Pill. The spiritual energy in her body began 

to surge and rise. 

“Boom.” 

At this moment, a deafening thunder rang out. Thunder rumbled in the sky above Purple Moon Palace. 



Bolts of lightning condensed in the sky. This level of lightning was the most terrifying lightning Lin Mo 

had ever seen. 

“It seems to be coming for me…” 

Beside Lin Mo, Damask, who had her eyes closed, suddenly spoke. For some reason, when she had just 

broken through, she vaguely sensed that something in the sky was calling for her. 

In fact, with the help of the immortal aura on the Immortal Ascension Pill, she seemed to have seen the 

hope of her ascending to immortality. 

It seemed to be an illusion, but she did feel it. 

“It’s the same fluctuation as the last time when I condensed the Soul Devouring Art from the God 

devouring body. It’s the power of the heavens and can not be resisted. But, why?” 

Lin Mo frowned and recalled the situation at that time. It seemed that Bai Luo knew something. 

However, she wasn’t willing to say anything. Lin Mo himself couldn’t figure out what it was. 

“Could it be a phenomenon? Because the Lightning didn’t seem to have any intention of descending,” 

Qiluo said. 

She could feel that the Lightning was coming for her, but she could also feel that the lightning seemed to 

be restricted by something. It was unable to break through its shackles and descend onto the eastern 

continent. 

“Aunty, has such lightning ever appeared before?” Lin Mo asked. 

“No, not at all. Moreover, there won’t be any strange phenomenon after breaking through to the ninth 

sky of the Nirvana Realm.” 

Qiluo said. She had seen an ultimate expert of the Yan Huang Divine Empire break through to the ninth 

sky of the Nirvana realm. 

Although the fluctuation produced was very powerful, it was only the aura it released. There wasn’t any 

strange phenomenon. 

“The thunder clouds have dissipated. Strange…” 

Lin Mo frowned, but no matter how he thought about it, he couldn’t understand why. 

“Forget it, don’t think too much. Just focus on your cultivation. The problem of the Purple Moon 

Palace’s territory will be solved by the fire god Army led by the medicine jar.” 

Qiluo said. With her and the purple spirit guards in the Purple Moon Palace, it was already safe. The 

problem of the territory could also be solved. 

The rest was to rest up and prepare to attack the Yan Huang dynasty at the same time. 

Returning to Hailing city, Lin Mo found that the people on the street were all talking about what had just 

happened. 



“I remember now. Back then in the Monolith Forbidden Ground, there was such a phenomenon there. It 

split open the array formation of the Monolith Forbidden Ground.” 

Some people were shocked as they recalled the rumors from the past. 

Why did the Purple Moon Palace have so many heavenly and earthly treasures? Didn’t they just take 

away the Monolith Forbidden Ground. 

The number of treasures being auctioned shocked many people. 

“Latest news. A month ago, the Yue Xuan auction ended. In the end, the immortal spring belonged to 

someone you absolutely can’t imagine.” 

“It must have been Saintess Xia You. wasn’t she at Yue Xuan Just Now?” 

“You can’t put it that way. Princess Gu Luo is here too. What if she was the one who bought it?” 

Amidst everyone’s discussion, Lin Mo came to Yue Xuan. There was an auction going on here, and Yue 

Xuan’s rules stated that the auction would be held once every half a month. 

It just so happened that this was the third time it was being held. 

Of course, Lin Mo would not follow the rules. He needed resources, a lot of resources. 

“Thank you all for coming to support us. This auction is over. The next auction will be in half a month…” 

“No, it will be in seven days.” 

Hui Xiang had just finished her auction and was about to close when she saw Lin Mo appear on the 

stage. 

“Vice Palace Master.” Hui Xiang bowed before turning around to leave. 

“I’m sorry to disturb you. The next auction will be held in seven days. I’ll be hosting it, and the final item 

will be an earth grade treasure.” 

Lin Mo’s simple words shocked everyone present. 

Many people were extremely excited as they looked at Lin Mo. 

An earth-rank treasure was about to be auctioned, and an earth-rank treasure would appear in the 

auction venue of the Moon Pavilion seven days from now. 

This was a pleasant surprise for them. 

“Everyone, please tell your friends and relatives that if anyone wants to send an item for auction, they 

can also come to the Moon Pavilion. The commission will only be 1% .” 

After saying that, Lin Mo left. These people were all stimulated. 

The auction of Yue Xuan in seven days had also become the focus of attention, becoming the object of 

discussion. 



“It’s time for me to cultivate properly. I haven’t used the True Phoenix Nirvana technique for a long 

time. I can use the water of life to cultivate again.” 

With this thought in his heart, Lin Mo returned to the secret chamber where he had previously secluded 

himself and started cultivating again. 

The power of the water of life was being continuously devoured. As Lin Mo entered his cultivation state, 

the devouring speed increased by quite a bit. 

Waves of pure energy fused into his limbs and bones. This feeling cleansed his entire soul. 

The cry of a phoenix rang out, and runes lit up within Lin Mo’s body as the true Phoenix Nirvana 

technique circulated. 

His entire body began to glow, erupting with waves of intense flames. 

These were the flames used by true phoenixes when they were in Nirvana. They could cleanse the 

marrow, cleanse the bones, invigorate the blood, and remove the blood stasis. Some of the hidden 

injuries that were left behind from years of battle were completely healed. 

Dense life energy circulated throughout his body, leaving behind Golden Flames. The cries of the 

Phoenixes could be heard continuously. 

“Crack.” 

The Flames continued, and Lin Mo’s bones were also burned. Crisp sounds could be heard as life energy 

was continuously injected into his body. Finally, Lin Mo’s bones were shattered. 

In just an instant, all of his defenses collapsed. His meridians were broken, his skin was split open, and 

even his bones were shattered. 

This wasn’t the end. Next was his soul. The golden flames surged forth, and a white light flashed 

between Lin Mo’s brows. 

His surroundings were filled with the golden flames, and Lin Mo suffered unimaginable pain. 

Even so, he didn’t give up. The Golden Flames burned his soul, making him even stronger. 

This state continued for three days. During these three days, Lin Mo suffered unimaginable pain. 

The True Phoenix Nirvana art. Every time he cultivated, it was so painful that he wished he was dead. 

Lin Mo’s body trembled. He lay in the secret chamber, constantly being burned by the golden flames. 

Suddenly, when the golden flames completely destroyed all the life force in Lin Mo’s body, the pain 

disappeared. 

The originally violent golden flames calmed down and turned into a torrent that flowed into Lin Mo’s 

body. 

Wherever they went, the meridians were connected, the bones regenerated, and the flesh and blood 

reappeared. 



Lin Mo felt a wave of comfort in his soul, causing him to relax and fall into a deep sleep. 

 

Chapter 440: Forbidden Ghost Region 

 

After three days of burning, he had been able to keep his soul clear. Only by doing so could he wait until 

the end of the Nirvana Flames. 

The life force in his body had been completely burned out, and the bitter taste was sweet. 

The powerful Nirvana Flames cast Lin Mo’s body anew, and a powerful force slowly awakened… 

This kind of recasting took another three days. 

During this period of time, Lin Mo had been in a comatose state, and it was very comfortable. 

When he woke up, the Golden Flames on his body had already disappeared, and the drop of water of 

life in his body had also disappeared. 

The true Phoenix Nirvana technique had used up all of the energy within, and not a single bit of it 

remained. 

Opening his eyes, Lin Mo sat in the secret chamber meticulously. His eyes emitted a bright light, and his 

body felt somewhat crystalline. 

“The strength of a second sky of the Nirvana stage has become much stronger.” 

Lin Mo muttered to himself. He had benefited greatly from this training, and his foundation had become 

more solid. There were no more unforeseen circumstances. 

“It’s time to go out. The auction can continue.” 

After putting on his clothes, Lin Mo turned around and left the secret chamber. At this moment, Hailing 

City was already bustling with activity. 

The reception hall in the Yue Xuan Hall had long been filled. Some of the distinguished guests could only 

search for inns in the city. 

One could imagine how many people the Yue Xuan auction had attracted this time. 

“There’s a familiar scent. These people really don’t want to miss a single one of them.” 

Lin Mo smiled. There was still one more day before the start of the auction. However, he did not 

cultivate. Instead, he returned to the Purple Moon Palace. 

Construction was still ongoing here. A few elders were busy discussing the construction of the array 

formation with others. 

Although the light protection battle array could protect the Purple Moon Palace, it couldn’t be operated 

continuously either. The sect protecting array formation was still necessary. 



Jiang Xiyue didn’t feel sorry for the materials either. She used all kinds of precious refining materials. She 

hoped that the Purple Moon Palace’s array formation could withstand a ninth sky of the Nirvana Realm 

expert. Only then would she feel at ease. 

She toured the expanding Purple Moon Palace to understand the situation. 

When the second day arrived, the Yue Xuan auction began in the afternoon. Lin Mo had prepared a lot 

of treasures. 

“Hello, everyone. Thank you for participating in the auction. I can tell you in advance that there are two 

earth-grade treasures in this auction.” 

Lin Mo stood on the auction stage and looked at the crowd gathered below. He nodded in satisfaction. 

“I heard that the weapon Elder Luo uses is a cauldron. It’s particular about opening and closing. The 

quality of the weapon is also very high.” 

“I need to help find a suitable weapon for elder Luo to possess.” 

With this thought in mind, Lin Mo recalled that there were two cauldrons that he could hope for in this 

auction. 

One of the cauldrons was still being auctioned, and it was a spirit rank 7 item. 

Thinking up to this point, Lin Mo didn’t hesitate any longer. He beckoned for the maid to bring the first 

item up for auction. 

“This is a map. I wonder if anyone is interested.” 

Lin Mo said. This was a map of a forbidden area that a mercenary had risked his life to obtain. 

“Vice palace master, May I ask which forbidden area’s map it is?” 

Someone asked. Many people were interested, and most of them were mercenaries. The adventurous 

spirit in their bones made them very fond of that kind of dangerous place. 

“It’s the ghost domain. It’s located at the border between the Great Ancient Divine Empire and the Lu 

Jin Divine Empire.” 

This map came from the ghost domain. Lin Mo had checked it with the system, and it proved that it was 

indeed a map of the ghost domain. 

However, this map was incomplete. If anyone casually entered, they might die inside. 

“The ghost domain is dangerous, and this map is also incomplete. Whether or not anyone is willing to 

take the risk is up to you.” 

With that, Lin Mo dropped his hammer. 

“The starting bid for the incomplete map of the ghost domain is 10,000 middle-grade spirit stones.” 

It could only be sold for 10,000. This was the price set by the system, and from this, one could see how 

unreliable this map was. 



If they were to really use this map to enter, they would probably die a horrible death. 

“Interesting. I’ll take it. 10,000 middle-grade spirit stones.” 

A burst of hearty laughter sounded out as a young man walked out of the private room. It was Ji Zixiao, 

who had fought with Lin Mo a few days ago. 

“The holy son of the thunderous sacred land. Why is he buying it? Doesn’t he know how dangerous this 

ghost domain is?” 

Some people frowned, but there were also people who knew that Ji Zixiao was just like that. He liked to 

fight with others and manage all sorts of dangers. 

This was how he had obtained his strength in his life. He had relied on turning danger into danger over 

and over again to improve himself. 

As such, he would definitely not miss out on such a forbidden map. 

“10,000 mid-grade spirit stones for once. Is there any higher price?” Lin Mo asked. 

The first time the auction hammer landed, the entire place was incomparably quiet. 

Even some mercenaries weren’t willing to buy it because the ghost domain was too dangerous. 

It was said that as long as one entered, those who came out alive would reap the rewards. 

However, out of a hundred people who entered, perhaps only one would come out alive, and the rest 

wouldn’t be able to survive. 

“Deal! Congratulations to the VIP in VIP room No. 21 for winning the Ghost Domain Map.” 

Lin Mo couldn’t be bothered to shout three times, since no one wanted it anyway. 

[ Congratulations to host for successfully auctioning the Ghost Domain Map ] 

[ You have successfully triggered the 9000 times auction return ] 

[ Congratulations, host, for obtaining the complete Ghost Domain Map ] 

“Let’s invite the next item for auction.” 

After the ghost domain map was taken down, the maid at the back brought up the second item for 

auction. 

“This item was also sent by someone else. It was the mercenary who auctioned the Ghost Domain Map 

previously. I heard that he was able to come out because of this treasure.” 

Lin Mo said as he lifted the red cloth and a dense, cold aura spread out. On the silver plate was a pitch-

black pearl. 

“This is the Netherworld Pearl.” 

“After my appraisal, the Netherworld Pearl is able to resist the ghost qi in the ghost realm. This is the 

key to exploring the ghost realm.” 



“This is a spirit grade tier 7 treasure. Its effects are simple, but its ability to resist the ghost qi is very 

good.” 

Before Lin Mo could introduce it, Ji Zixiao had already walked out and said, “Don’t introduce it. I want it. 

Tell me the price.” 

Since the Netherworld Pearl had such a single effect, the only person who would buy it would be Ji 

Zixiao, who was preparing to go to the ghost realm. 

“The starting price is 1.5 million.” 

Lin Mo knocked down the hammer and Ji Zixiao started bidding. 1.5 million, no more, no less. 

No one in the surroundings was willing to bid for it either. 

After three attempts, Lin Mo helplessly dropped the hammer and observed a moment of silence for the 

auctioneer. 

The ghost realm was fraught with danger, and very few people were willing to enter. This auction was 

obviously a loss. 

[ Congratulations, host, for successfully auctioning a spirit rank rank 7 Netherworld Pearl ] 

[ Triggered 7,000 times auction return ] 

[ Congratulations, host, for obtaining a spirit rank 9 Netherworld Pearl ] 

After hearing about the item, Lin Mo sent his consciousness into the system space to check out the 

effects of the item. 

The netherworld pearl from the system was a hundred times more effective than the netherworld pearl. 

The owner would be able to enter the deepest parts of the ghost realm. During this period of time, the 

ghost realm monsters would not attack the owner. 

“Looks like I’ll have to find an opportunity to go to the ghost realm.” 

Lin Mo muttered to himself. There was no other way. He had obtained the complete map of the ghost 

realm and the netherworld pearl. 

If he didn’t make a trip to the ghost realm, wouldn’t it be a waste? 

“Let’s wait for the auction to end,” Lin Mo thought to himself as the third item was brought up for 

auction. 

“Spirit grade tier 6 cultivation technique, cloud water art.” 

“This is a water attribute cultivation technique. Its effects are very good. Friends who need it can 

purchase it.” 

“Starting bid, 1,000,000 mid-grade spirit stones.” 

 

 



 

 


